Since 1969

For over fifty years, Broadview Shading Solutions has been helping
homeowners, businesses and educational establishments make the
most of their outdoor space with our bespoke shading solutions,
and create a stylish and modern interior look with our wide range of
blinds and shutters. Discovering your perfect match – for inside or out
- couldn’t be easier, as our experts provide a complete service, from
initial consultation and design to supply and installation.
From indoor roller blinds to classic wooden shutters, practical garden
awnings to beautiful pergolas, our extensive range of stunning
shading solutions is designed to the highest specifications and can be
personalised in your choice of colours and materials. For added peace
of mind, we offer guarantees on all our products.
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B-200 Pergola
With sliding glass

Blinds
Whether you’re searching for roller or pleated, venetian or blackout,
roman or vertical, our blinds are made to measure and can be installed
by our experienced team or you can fit them yourself. As a leading
supplier of premium shading solutions, our Broadview blinds are
available in an extensive range of colours, patterns and fabrics so
we’re confident you’ll find the style you’ve been looking for.

Roller Blinds
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Luxaflex Blinds

Motorised Blinds

Why not add motorisation to your blinds for a truly luxurious
experience? Using either special sun sensors or electronic timers, our
fully automated blinds will open and close by themselves depending
on the weather or time of day – this not only saves you time and effort
but also offers a greater degree of security for your home or office.

Conservatory Blinds

Shutters
If you’re hoping to create a stylish and sophisticated look for your
home or office, our window shutters are for you. The beautiful
simplicity of their design offers a practical shading solution that gives
you complete control over light and privacy. Our quality shutters
are available in a number of colour, style and material combinations,
including natural wood finishes and extra durable coatings.
As well as controlling light infiltration, shutters are also effective at
minimising external noise, heightening security and maintaining
optimal room temperatures thanks to their thermal efficiency
materials. Take advantage of our in-house design team and create
your own bespoke shutters that truly fit your needs (and any oddly
shaped windows!).
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Awnings
Garden awnings provide a versatile shading solution that can quickly and easily
extend or retract according to your preference and the ever-changing weather.
For spaces away from your house, choose a free-standing awning for greater
flexibility. Our high quality awnings are available in a large range of coloured
textiles to ensure it reflects your style, including water resistant and anti-fade
materials to guarantee its longevity.
Protecting you from the strong summer sun or providing shelter on cooler
evenings, awnings maximise your outdoor space by creating a functional
shaded area in which to position your garden furniture. They are easily adjusted
with a crank handle, remote control or for ease, our clever fully automated sun
and wind sensors will do all the hard work for you. Installation to your home is
made simple with our range of bracket systems, fully fitted by our expert team.
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B-38 Awning
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Outdoor Living
Transform your garden into a versatile, usable space all year
round with one of our striking pergolas/patio covers - a simple
yet elegant permanent structure featuring columns and a
flexible, retractable louvered roof. All our outdoor structures
are built using the finest materials so you can be sure it can
withstand even the worst of the British weather for years to
come.
Relax and unwind in your garden knowing you have complete
control over light and ventilation thanks to your cover’s tilting
and/or retracting roof. With optional glass panel walls and
heating, you can create a warm and ambient environment with
the flick of a switch so you can keep enjoying your outdoor
lifestyle even on a cool summer evening or a chilly winter day.
A pergola can be free-standing away from your property or
fixed onto a wall, and as they are made to order in your choice
of colour to fit the available area perfectly, you can create your
dream outside space. Our expert team are here to find the
perfect cover for your needs, so please don’t hesitate to ask
us any questions you may have or to view some examples for
inspiration.
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B-200 (XL) Pergola

B-200 (XL) Pergola
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B-600 Pergola

B-24 Awning

Luxaflex Blinds

Shutters

Venetian Blinds

Heating, Lighting & Accessories
We have a range of accessories to complement our shading solutions
so we can help maximise your enjoyment while minimising your
effort. Read on to discover how some of our most popular options can
enhance your outdoor living experience.

Lighting

Integrated LED lighting and heaters can be added to all our outdoor
shading structures and can be controlled via remote control so you’re
able to create a warm and inviting atmosphere at the touch of a button.
To protect you further from the changeable elements, why not add
our windproof roller screens or luxurious outdoor sliding glass panels?
Combine heating, lighting and glass panels and you’ll be able to enjoy
time with family and friends under the comfort of your new covered
space whatever the weather.
Our made to measure blinds can be fitted with a silent electric motor
that fully integrates into most home automation blind control systems
and can be operated via a touch pad, remote or keypad. There’s also a
choice to set your blinds to respond to light sensitivity and the time of
day!
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B-200 (XL) Pergola

Heating
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www.broadview.co.uk

Luxaflex Silhouette Blinds

Shutters

B-200 (XL) Pergola

B-24 Awning

sales@broadview.co.uk

57 Hatch Pond Rd, Poole, Dorset, BH17 0JZ, UK

01202 679012
Since 1969

